
From Creators of USB REZOTONE 

We are a highly qualified team of Russian scientists, PhD and Academicians, who 
have chosen to give you the opportunity to use our highly protective REZOTONE 
device against 5G. 

Why? The answer to this can be traced back to a journey that started with a pioneer, 
the re-born Amelia Earhart. 

It was her idea to start manufacturing our USB REZOTONE. 
The process is that of converting harmful radiation into useful radiation.  
The radiation itself does not disappear, but is converted into another form. 
Detailed experiments on reducing the magnitude of the signal from a microwave 
source in the range of 1-20 GHz, on which the structure we created, were shown, 
showed that the minimum signal decrease was 14 dB and the maximum was 54 dB.  

When electricity of the USB turned off from, the radius of action is reduced to the 
size of a person’s own electromagnetic field, because the structure on the device’s 
antenna works without a radiator. The effect is not limited to EMF, there is a 
powerful positive effect on all physiological and geo-biological parameters, reducing 
or removing quite a lot of geopathic zones inside and out. Including Curry and 
Hartman Grids. 

The operating time is limited only by the operating time of the electrical components 
and the physical configuration's state that has been installed on the antenna's 

generator. If the generator stops working, then the flash drive can be used 
individually, keeping it within its own field. The prototypes are still working after 9 
years.”  
 
Let us tell you a little bit about our programs. We have programs which highly 
protect from 3, 4, 5G, which rapidly restore and improve all systems in the human 
body after exposure. Most amazingly, in many cases it improved wellbeing to a much 
higher level, following exposure to 5G. 

In stressful situations for the body, the REZOTONE serves as a stabilizer of the human 
biofield and enhances the sensory abilities. 

USB Rezotone is a means of individual protection of the energy, emotional and 
informational field of a person. This program will organize space around people with 
mechanisms working in great harmony, including the motor in the car. 

There are less accidents on the roads, because REZOTONE raises sensing abilities of 
the drivers and harmonizes coordination of the car, especially when surrounded by 
other cars. Programs support positive people and do not give strength to the 
negative.  



This is the principle ofBushido, that extends to the universe: “Do it right, and you will 
become invincible!” We noticed that people prefer to be in constant contact with 
the USB Rezotone - they start to sleep by keeping it in their hands, or in connection 
with the skin, or under the neck. Those who study yoga, martial arts, ballet, noticed 
much more plasticity for their body. 

Please share with us your experiences with USB Rezotone to help monitor progress. 

We are a small dedicated team of people, with expertise, every USB is handmade, 
requiring a very sophisticated process, with 5 levels of validation. Even the plastic 
was carefully chosen, so we can guarantee the best protection against 5G. But our 
production is small. 

Amelia reborn is giving her book for free and is available for download using the link 
found on our website as a bonus for everyone. 

For those who will purchase now, we are sincerely thankful, because it will ensure 
continuity of our production and the possibility to supply more people with 
REZOTONE shield. 

Our congratulations to the Australian people, who successfully stopped 5G in Sydney 
Australia and has no doubt saved lots of people from deadly danger. In the UK, there 
are only 2 town councils that have either Stopped 5G or announced a moratorium 
following the successful campaign byhttps://www.5gawareness.com/ 

We hope that the 5G rollout will be successfully stopped the in all the countries 
which will fulfil and free us from our responsibilities. 

  

https://www.5gawareness.com/

